


Comnet  Infrastructure for wireless, copper and fiber 
Ethernet solutions.  Power for solar & lighting with video.

Ironyun  Video search software application using
AI and analytics for cloud computing using VSaaS enterprise 
solutions.  Quickly searches many hours of recorded images 

in seconds

Dahua  Surveillance products,  award-winning cameras and 
video management software. Unparalleled quality, 

reliability, and stability.   Dahua’s video surveillance product 
line includes network cameras, NVRs, and HD analog 

solutions.

Lensec  Industry-leady, thin client based video management 
software with robust access control integration

Dortronics  Standard or custom mantrap controllers, magnetic 
locks, power supplies, push buttons and key switches with custom 

engraving.

Proactive Data Storage  Know when your cameras and 
storage devices are down.  Cost effective onsite & offsite multi-year 
storage solutions. Protects video files from being overwritten, lost 

or stolen.  Meets Legal statute of limitations retention 
requirements.

Elk Products  Leading designer and manufacturer of 
customized security, energy management and convenience 

solutions.

Razberi  Innovative Windows based server/switches and storage 
devices with built in PoE.  Edge based or centralized megapixel 

video, embedded software for most VMS's and can reduce network 
traffic up to 95%.

Feenics  Cost effective, easy to use, and secure cloud-
based access control solutions for small and medium-sized 

businesses.  

RDL  The leader in audio & video modules for signal mixing, 
balancing, distribution, amplification and control.  Application-

specific modules provide building blocks for quality system designs.

Fiber Sensys  Scalable solutions for perimeter and 
physical data security. Utilizes fiber-optic cable to sense 
disturbances and utilize advanced signal processing to 

determine if there is an intruder.

Tatung  Worldwide provider of LCD & LED displays up to 42", 
Test Monitors and Public View Monitors.

Galaxy Controls  Access control security with an emphasis 
on providing superior security protection for Commercial, 

Healthcare, Government, and Education. Integration with a wide 
variety of security systems mfgs.

TOA Electronics  Commercial sound products.  Wired and 
wireless microphones, mixers, signal processors, amplifiers, and 

speakers.
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